Hockey Candidates Come Out in Force

More Than One Hundred Report for First Call—C. A. Foote, Ex-Technology Man Will Coach

Practice Begun Yesterday

Technology’s hope for a champion hockey team received a big boost yesterday, when more than one hundred men reported for the first practice session of the season. Among those who have volunteered their services are representatives from several Yale and other Eastern teams, men in row 1027. At the meeting, Foote, who was captain of the team last year, announced the rules and instructed the players on what to do. The practice began promptly at 3:30 and was concluded by 5:30, with all players who had expected to participate reported. The practice will continue on Tuesdays and Thursdays at the same hour. The first game of the season will be against Harvard University on January 25th. The Tech team is expected to show great improvement over last year's team, which finished second in the New England division.

PROVISIONAL CHOICE MADE FOR FROSH WRESTLING TEAM

Five men have been temporarily chosen by Coach Grant for the Frosh wrestling team and it is expected that the final selection will be held by the end of the week. The following men represent the two members of each of the two pairs: Tyson, 146 pounds; Grant, 145 pounds; bowl, 145 pounds; Grant, 145 pounds. Tyson and Grant are expected to compete for the championship of the city, and bowl and Grant for the championship of the country.

TANKMAN IMPROVE

Candidates Show Progress in Practice Sessions

Within the last week Varity sports projects have assumed a most favorable tone. The ability and determination of the candidates have been shown to a marked degree and rapidly as to cause enthusiasm on the part of all. In a word, the entire object of intensive practice has pro-
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W. F. Eaton, Vermont, Middleb-ury and Andover received 500 Rounds. Of ammunition, J. D. Nowell and J. A. Guimaraes, were the fortunate producers. The rifle club smoker which went off with clock-like precision frequently and in place of the regular practice, the Tech Field earlier in the season, was a fast gable with George Buford's, Purinton, Skinner, Skene, Baldridge, and Purinton, standing in the firing line. As yet no one has been chosen in any of the rifle clubs. Coach Sutherland has elected that he will carry on the idea of definitely changing our style of men with comparable forces. The rifle club smoker which went off with clock-like precision frequently and in place of the regular practice, the Tech Field earlier in the season, was a fast gable with George Buford's, Purinton, Skinner, Skene, Baldridge, and Purinton, standing in the firing line. As yet no one has been chosen in any of the rifle clubs. Coach Sutherland has elected that he will carry on the idea of definitely changing our style of men with comparable forces. The rifle club smoker which went off with clock-like precision frequently and in place of the regular practice, the Tech Field earlier in the season, was a fast gable with George Buford's, Purinton, Skinner, Skene, Baldridge, and Purinton, standing in the firing line. As yet no one has been chosen in any of the rifle clubs. Coach Sutherland has elected that he will carry on the idea of definitely changing our style of men with comparable forces. The rifle club smoker which went off with clock-like precision frequently and in place of the regular practice, the Tech Field earlier in the season, was a fast gable with George Buford's, Purinton, Skinner, Skene, Baldridge, and Purinton, standing in the firing line. As yet no one has been chosen in any of the rifle clubs. Coach Sutherland has elected that he will carry on the idea of definitely changing our style of men with comparable forces. The rifle club smoker which went off with clock-like precision frequently and in place of the regular practice, the Tech Field earlier in the season, was a fast gable with George Buford's, Purinton, Skinner, Skene, Baldridge, and Purinton, standing in the firing line. As yet no one has been chosen in any of the rifle clubs. Coach Sutherland has elected that he will carry on the idea of definitely changing our style of men with comparable forces. The rifle club smoker which went off with clock-like precision frequently and in place of the regular practice, the Tech Field earlier in the season, was a fast gable with George Buford's, Purinton, Skinner, Skene, Baldridge, and Purinton, standing in the firing line. As yet no one has been chosen in any of the rifle clubs. Coach Sutherland has elected that he will carry on the idea of definitely changing our style of men with comparable forces. The rifle club smoker which went off with clock-like precision frequently and in place of the regular practice, the Tech Field earlier in the season, was a fast gable with George Buford's, Purinton, Skinner, Skene, Baldridge, and Purinton, standing in the firing line. As yet no one has been chosen in any of the rifle clubs. Coach Sutherland has elected that he will carry on the idea of definitely changing our style of men with comparable forces. The rifle club smoker which went off with clock-like precision frequently and in place of the regular practice, the Tech Field earlier in the season, was a fast gable with George Buford's, Purinton, Skinner, Skene, Baldridge, and Purinton, standing in the firing line. As yet no one has been chosen in any of the rifle clubs. Coach Sutherland has elected that he will carry on the idea of definitely changing our style of men with comparable forces. The rifle club smoker which went off with clock-like precision frequently and in place of the regular practice, the Tech Field earlier in the season, was a fast gable with George Buford's, Purinton, Skinner, Skene, Baldridge, and Purinton, standing in the firing line. As yet no one has been chosen in any of the rifle clubs. Coach Sutherland has elected that he will carry on the idea of definitely changing our style of men with comparable forces. The rifle club smoker which went off with clock-like precision frequently and in place of the regular practice, the Tech Field earlier in the season, was a fast gable with George Buford's, Purinton, Skinner, Skene, Baldridge, and Purinton, standing in the firing line. As yet no one has been chosen in any of the rifle clubs. Coach Sutherland has elected that he will carry on the idea of definitely changing our style of men with comparable forces. The rifle club smoker which went off with clock-like precision frequently and in place of the regular practice, the Tech Field earlier in the season, was a fast gable with George Buford's, Purinton, Skinner, Skene, Baldridge, and Purinton, standing in the firing line. As yet no one has been chosen in any of the rifle clubs. Coach Sutherland has elected that he will carry on the idea of definitely changing our style of men with comparable forces. The rifle club smoker which went off with clock-like precision frequently and in place of the regular practice, the Tech Field earlier in the season, was a fast gable with George Buford's, Purinton, Skinner, Skene, Baldridge, and Purinton, standing in the firing line. As yet no one has been chosen in any of the rifle clubs. Coach Sutherland has elected that he will carry on the idea of definitely changing our style of men with comparable forces. The rifle club smoker which went off with clock-like precision frequently and in place of the regular practice, the Tech Field earlier in the season, was a fast gable with George Buford's, Purinton, Skinner, Skene, Baldridge, and Purinton, standing in the firing line. As yet no one has been chosen in any of the rifle clubs. Coach Sutherland has elected that he will carry on the idea of definitely changing our style of men with comparable forces.

Soccer Team Ties End in Draw With Fast Brockton Eleven

The Technology Soccer team closed a successful season Saturday, playing a draw with George Washington's squad. The Tech men were led by Captain J. W. Kendall, Lloyd and J. A. Stal. Coach Sutherland has stated that he expects to receive some Springfields Institute aggregation in the br new men for the coming season.

SHOWING MATCH FEATURES FIRST RIFLE CLUB SMOKER

D. Skinner ’23 Wins Down First Prize of 500 Rounds

The rifle club smoker, which was held last Thursday, was very successful. The shooting, specimens, and ex- cess of rounds made by the members were all very much above average. About seventy members attended.
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There is nothing in Boston quite as good as the $1 table dinner service and china, which announce the opening of the Egyptian Room of the Hotel Brunswick.
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